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Preface

Families are about caring and businesses are about money – making
family business an unlikely formula for a successful partnership. Yet
those are the facts, and family businesses around the world have found
that parallel planning for these two often-conflicting systems is the key
to family harmony and business success. When Family Businesses are
Best is based on the parallel planning concepts first introduced five
years ago in the book Strategic Planning for the Family Business, by
the same authors. The new Parallel Planning Process is an improved
version of a proven tool for aligning the family and business systems
by linking values, vision, strategy, investment, and governance actions
into a comprehensive family enterprise plan.
When Family Businesses Are Best is designed to be both rigorous
and practical – explaining complex ideas with business-friendly frameworks and real-world examples. This book is written to help business
families, and especially owners and non-executives, appreciate planning
and governance concepts. It is about how successful family businesses work together, rather than providing a “how to plan” guide. The
authors use interviews, research, and personal consulting experiences
to develop case studies from around the world that demonstrate how
successful business families turn family commitment into a competitive
advantage that builds long-term value for the family, the business, and
its stakeholders. The quotes highlighting the ideas and experiences of
other family business owners and leaders are designed to help readers
see the possibilities that exist for their own family businesses.
There are three universal challenges facing business families in
the twenty-first century: first, addressing generational leadership and
ownership transitions; second, engaging the family to ensure that its
commitment becomes a competitive advantage; and third, aligning the
family’s investment of its financial and human capital with the business’
strategy for value creation in an intensely competitive global economy.
Complicating these efforts are continuous changes in the family and
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business systems caused by individual life cycle events, globalization, emerging and maturing markets and firms, business complexity,
changing technology, and intense competition. These forces all threaten
to disconnect the family and business systems resulting in conflicts and
weak performance.
As the family grows and develops and the business becomes more
successful, the family needs to be proactive in its planning and decisionmaking – if it envisages having a continued influence and contribution.
The increased complexity in both the family and the business system
demands effective planning tools and models. The Parallel Planning
Process integrates five interrelated steps: agreeing on the family’s
shared values; crafting a family business vision; planning for family
participation and business strategy; making capital investment – both
financial and human; and governing the family and the business to
ensure continued successful performance.
We argue that a lack of planning for the family is a serious threat
to sustaining its members’ commitment – probably the most important
competitive advantage of family-controlled firms. The founderentrepreneur’s commitment of talent and money is a key factor that
drives all aspects of the business’ early success.
Unfortunately this global commitment naturally diminishes with
each subsequent generation, as the family expands and a separation
of management and ownership roles occurs. It is predictable, but often
surprising to a family in the second or third generation, that it should
face a new set of challenges: how to share ownership among a growing
number of members; how to decide who will lead the business; how to
define the rights and responsibilities of family owners. If the family has
not planned and made decisions together, then every family or business
issue has the potential to become a family conflict. On the other hand,
if there are clear agreements and plans, on employment for example,
then procedure and consistency, not personalities and power, become
the drivers of family interactions.
The family’s contribution is fundamental to sustaining the business’
competitiveness and performance. If the family wants a growing business
it needs to demonstrate commitment through active participation and
investment. As the business family grows and matures, its members
need to transmit values that support learning in each generation. The
founder-entrepreneur demonstrated commitment to the business in
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every action, but this innate dedication is no longer possible by the
third or fourth generation.

OUR FAMILY BUSINESS PARADIGM
Too often the mass media and even academic literature portray family
business as a flawed model that needs to be improved (economics
and management) or a pathology that needs to be healed (psychology
and therapy). We believe otherwise. We see the members of business
families, who share the same DNA, history, and core values, as having
the potential to harness emotional connection to create social, emotional,
and financial value. A family’s emotional bonds, can, with good
communication and careful planning, become a strategic advantage and
a powerful tool for building and maintaining a significant social and
business enterprise.
When Family Businesses Are Best reflects several beliefs about the
nature of family business in the twenty-first century, born out of our
experience of teaching and advising families around the world. First,
families are complex systems facing continuous change and renegotiation of relationships because of life cycle transitions and dynamic
business environments. Second, there are three proven tools for
improving family functioning and business performance: communication, planning, and governance. Third, business families need to align
the family and business in an integrated fashion, as in the Parallel
Planning Process, in order to protect family harmony and grow the
business. Fourth, families who share values, and especially a strong
commitment to business ownership, have a powerful advantage over
their competition. Fifth, family business is a dynamic system composed
of many interrelated parts, so performance can be improved by making
small changes in behavior anywhere in the system.
Family business success does not happen by accident but requires a
shared vision of the family as important to the business’ performance
– and of the business as contributing to the family’s goals. Business
families need not implement every idea in this book. Instead they
should take small steps that will create consistent positive changes in
areas that they feel are important to them.
Each family business has its own unique challenges, of course, but
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when a family is committed to using its resources to exploit new opportunities then it can generate not only outstanding economic performance
but also stronger bonds between family members. We are not naive
enough to think that all family businesses can function at this level,
but we equally do not believe that the Gucci model of family business
pathology, pain, and desperation, for all its great drama, offers anything
to help business families perform better or advances family business
research and knowledge – apart from a model of how not to behave.1
Nor does it reflect reality. We believe that the majority of business
families are capable of improving their performance if they are given
the thinking and tools to create new options. And our experience of
working with families over the last two decades bears this out.

THE IMPROVED PARALLEL PLANNING PROCESS
Sound planning, based on values and vision, leads to an effective
business strategy that exploits opportunities as well as to a family guided
by thoughtful and fair agreements. The Parallel Planning Process coordinates these two often-conflicting strategic activities to align business
demands with family expectations. The Parallel Planning Process is a
platform for family communication and shared understanding between
family members and management about critical factors for long-term
business growth and family harmony.
Over the last five years we have discussed our planning processes
with business audiences, MBA students, executive education participants, family clients, and professional colleagues, who have offered
many helpful suggestions on how to improve its effectiveness. Listening
to others helped us realize that our planning concepts had to be less
academic and more practitioner friendly if we wanted this book to
become a part of the business family’s tool kit.
A Sudanese family executive on an INSEAD program articulated
this challenge when he made the following comment about our previous
book, Strategic Planning for the Family Business, which introduced the
Parallel Planning Process: “The ideas are great but I had to read it three
times to understand them. Can’t you make it more business friendly?”
Another frequently heard comment was, “The book is fantastic but
too Western.” The new book reflects our interpretations of these – and
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many other – suggestions from colleagues and practitioners about style,
layout, and cultural breadth. We also decided to focus more on the
family dimension because we have observed that most family firms
have sound business strategies but do little planning for family issues.
While all companies can improve their business thinking, unaddressed
family issues – such as fairness, the boundaries between roles, shared
decision-making, and protecting relationships – are often an obstacle to
business growth and continuity.

THE AUDIENCE
We want When Family Businesses are Best to become a planning
handbook for family businesses around the world. It offers business
families a practical framework for addressing the major challenges
of family businesses. The book also presents a global perspective on
family firms in straightforward language, so is of value to readers from
all cultures and countries.
As professors we know the challenge that undergraduate and MBA
students face in exploring a topic like family business in the classroom
setting. This book is multi-disciplinary because family business thinking
crosses the functional organization of most business schools. We hope
this book and its case studies will help the academic community teach
the challenges of business families from many different learning
perspectives. The book is also designed to support executive education
for business families, because it offers a real perspective on both family
and business topics with added academic rigor.
Advisors and consultants to business families are another important
audience for this book. Our work with professional organizations such
as the Family Firm Institute, which has developed training and certification courses for family and wealth advisors, has reinforced our
awareness of this large professional group and of the relevance of our
ideas to the very important work that they do.

A GLOBAL PHENOMENON
Family business is the predominant form of commercial organization
around the world. It is a global phenomenon. Family businesses share
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very similar challenges and concerns no matter what part of the world
they come from. At a recent family business workshop for senior family
leaders the participants were asked to identify the “issues that keep
them up at night.” The list is below. Can you tell if it was written by
business families from Africa, Asia, Asia Pacific, Europe, the Middle
East, North America or South America?
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®
®

parental interference
board membership/selection
fairness in family dealings
family communication
dividends versus investment
gender and cultural values
inheritance and ownership
family values and behavior
business competence
family participation
family influence on decisions
the role of advisors
non-family executives
ownership succession
personal versus business needs.

Business families speak a shared family business language based on
similar goals and experiences that allow them to consider the menu
of ideas available and then select what is workable in their cultural
and social context. Very seldom can you put a group of people from
around the world in a classroom and, after just a few minutes, watch
them share their successes, coach each other on their challenges, and
most importantly, learn from each other on both personal and business
issues. This insight is reflected in this new book. Moreover, studying
business families across cultures provides a rich learning experience
that challenges family members to think in different ways. Focusing
on business families that are too similar means that many exciting new
possibilities remain invisible.
Gender is an example of a topic that demonstrates our cross-cultural
approach perfectly. Many of the best discussions we have heard about
gender have been in Asia and the Middle East, where the overlap with
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business issues can be particularly complex. The West may talk a good
game but men usually still dominate its boards and senior management
teams. It would therefore be foolish to offer global guidelines. Our
solution to culturally based issues is instead to offer globally applicable
tools – like Fair Process – and examples of business families that have
made them work in their own cultural setting.

A ROADMAP FOR OUR READERS
This book is separated into five parts that combine to provide a comprehensive approach to thinking about and planning for the future of a
family business. The first part of the book starts with a review of the
structural issues that challenge family businesses and then explains
how the Parallel Planning Process addresses these challenges. The
remaining four sections cover values and vision, strategy and investment, governance, and stewardship. Our intention is to offer a planning
scheme that integrates human concerns, business planning, and investment decisions based on stewardship that supports a successful family
enterprise. Success is measured as value creation for the family and all
its stakeholders.

PART I: WHY GLOBAL BUSINESS
FAMILIES NEED PLANNING
Chapter 1 explores the unique landscape shaped by the overlap of the
family and business systems, family and business life cycle changes,
and conflicting goals. The importance of planning in aligning the family
and business and in developing strong family commitment is a central
theme. We also stress how future generations need to plan in order
to develop skills, knowledge, and behaviors that were intuitive to the
founder. The Bancroft family and Dow Jones are discussed to show the
consequences of avoiding strategic planning and of ineffective family
and business governance.
Chapter 2 introduces the new Parallel Planning Process with its
improved focus on five interrelated action steps: values, vision, strategy,
investment, and governance. Cargill, the world’s largest private family
business, is used to demonstrate how the Parallel Planning Process has
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helped the Cargill and MacMillan families develop an entrepreneurial
commitment that has maintained growth and continuity of family
ownership.

PART II: CREATING HUMAN MEANING
Part II is an exploration of social issues, starting in Chapter 3 with a
discussion of how family values and business culture create the basis
for a family’s planning and actions. The family vision then becomes
the roadmap for the family’s contribution to becoming a competitive
advantage.
Chapter 4 considers how the family’s vision is the basis for the
family’s relationship with the business and its stakeholders. Business
families must share a vision that articulates the family willingness to
invest the family’s human and financial capital – as stewards of the
family legacy.

PART III: STRATEGIES FOR FAMILY AND BUSINESS
Chapters 5 and 6 explore the strategic planning processes required
to develop family leadership and ownership – and to craft a sound
business plan that exploits the firm’s strengths and opportunities.
Chapter 7 describes how the business planning process defines the
firm’s Strategic Potential, which is then matched with the family’s
commitment as a basis for making investment decisions. The chapter
offers a Family Business Investment Matrix to help owners consider
their investment decisions in a logical and structured manner.

PART IV: FAMILY AND BUSINESS GOVERNANCE
The two chapters in this section explore governance and the integration
of family and business decision-making and accountability. Chapter 8
provides an overview of governance and examines how the board of
directors is a partner with management and owners in strategy development, decision making, and accountability. Chapter 9 explores family
governance, including family meetings, sound family agreements, and
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addressing conflict. Family and business governance are the critical
factors in ensuring that the family and business plans are aligned and
effectively implemented.

PART V: FAMILY ENTERPRISE STEWARDSHIP
The final chapter discusses how the family’s stewardship of its enterprise supports the family’s legacy. We use a French short story, “The
man who planted trees,” to demonstrate stewardship values and actions.
We examine each of the five Parallel Planning Process steps and
discuss how – when properly implemented –they help a family-owned
enterprise to create value across a range of family activities. This short
section is inherently about how a capable and entrepreneurial family
team, who share values and a vision of where they are going, is the key
to family enterprise growth and ownership continuity.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
We believe that the five action steps of the Parallel Planning Process
offer a logical template for any business family engaged in planning at
any stage of business or family development. The twenty-first century
is a new era of global opportunity for human creativity – particularly
for family businesses. We believe that the best professional practices of
successful family enterprises can provide lessons for the entire business
community. Business families have a competitive advantage when they
align the planning processes for their families and businesses to make
both more professional and mutually supportive. We know this advice
may appear counter-intuitive but our experience shows that professionalizing the family –not just the business – supports harmony, trust, and
stronger personal relationships.
This book reflects our values as teachers and advisors to business
families, which include the importance of learning together. Family
business is not about statistics and analysis, but rather it is about understanding the motivations and experiences of successful families – whose
perspectives and experiences we share in each chapter. We hope that we
have captured what business families and our colleagues have taught
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us. But most of all, we hope that our insights inspire a whole new set of
families to go out and prove that family businesses are best.
RANDEL S. CARLOCK
PARIS AND SINGAPORE
JOHN L. WARD
CHICAGO
SEPTEMBER 2010

